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Regeneration through Imagination
© lawoftime.org

GALACTIC RETREAT CENTER
Need some energy regeneration? Then retreat into the Blue Storm House of
Regeneration! Need to reactivate your creativity? Then retreat into the Yellow Star house
of Art/Elegance! Are you yearning to generate more love in your life? Then retreat into
the White Dog House of the Heart.
Are you needing an overall upgrade of all aspects of your being? Then sign up for the
20-day Archetypal Upgrade program, spending one day in each of the houses for a total
archetypal rejuvenation. Each dome contains specific lessons and tools for navigating
through different dimensions.
For a complete list of programs, download our tele-brochure into your holomind
perceiver by activating the third time dimension cosmic synchronization channel.
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GALACTIC

Introduction
Welcome Interdimensional shifters and new time surfers to Volume Zero of the Galactic Times:
the Illusory eZine from Other Worlds. Since this is illusory another volume may or may not
appear.
In fact, nothing is as it appears anyway.
We communicate with you in this format, subliminally, far beyond the words and images that
you see. We speak from the place beyond the fourth dimension, which is our common mental
reality. You might say that “we” are “you” after the shift.
We felt it was our duty to investigate, explore and communicate to you what we are all coming to
realize: the fourth dimension is a cube! See our cover story with Dor Jar El for more about this.
The Galactic Times comes now as a reminder of your multidimensional origin. All dimensions
are being upgraded. The trick is to shift your consciousness back into the fourth- and fifthdimensional levels of operation.
Sure, it appears that this blue planet is still turning around, making a circle around the Sun—
but the shift into the fourth dimension will literally change everything about the way we think,
know, and do things. When we say “shift” what we really mean is “return”, a return to your true
origins.
Simultaneously we are there and here. This shift is happening to us all together all at once. Stay
open to the reinterpretation of your reality. Art, music and number are the highest means and
most universal way we know to communicate with you.
Your third-dimensional reality is exhausted … you are being invited into the Galactic
Community. The Rainbow Bridge is the interdimensional bridge that opens the star gate
to other realities. You can read more about that in this edition, which includes an exclusive
interview with Valum Votan, before his transfer to other dimensions.
We reach to you from across the dimensions. Come take our hand and let’s explore new
mentation waves and transmissions being streamed from the living Cosmic History core—the
reformulation of the human mind into the emerging galactic culture.
Stay focused on the future world that is now being phased in… it is far more miraculous than
you can imagine! Enjoy this issue, and any thoughts you have on it let us know.
- LUMYNAAH XSYRIAYHIM (Galactic Mayan time traveler)
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A Sirian Child Reflects
on Her First Impression of Earth
THOUGH THE SIRIAN CHILD
HAD BEEN DOWNLOADED WITH
THE KNOWLEDGE ARCHIVES OF
EARTH, AND HAD LEARNED
THROUGH THE WORKS OF
SHAKESPEARE, THAT
“ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE,”
STILL SHE WAS NOT PREPARED
FOR WHAT SHE SAW!

WE SHALL TRY
TO TELL YOU
WHAT WE SEE
“GYPSIES & NOMADS
TEACHERS & FARMHANDS
DOCTORS AND NURSES
VOODOO AND CURSES
PROPHETS AND SAGES
SLAVE LABOR WAGES
HEROES AND VILLAINS
ARTISTS MUSICIANS
PAUPERS AND PRINCES
SOLDIERS ON FENCES
GODDESSES AND GODS
COURTESANS AND FRAUDS
HOMEMAKERS AND PRIESTS
BEGGERS AND THIEVES
KINGS AND QUEENS
AND EVERYTHING BETWEEN!

INNUMERABLE VISITORS
OF KARMIC RACES
MULTIPLYING INTO SO MANY FACES!
O MY GOODNESS
ALIEN NATIONS!”
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Meditate Now! To reserve your seats

and AWAKEN to the Visitation!
The Interplanetary Command Council
Teaches through interchangeable identities
Great Fun!
Magic Living Approaching!

13:20!
Breaking into another time is just a trick of light
(ask the solstices and equinoxes)
Electric Faith brings teachings from
Higher Altitudes.

GALACTIC

INTERPLANETARY COMMAND COUNCIL
Sirius Base
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WE COMMAND ART!

OPPORTUNITY!

WE COMMAND

FLOW! WE COMMAND LOYALTY!
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WE COMMAND HEALING!

RECEPTIVITY! WE COMMAND MIND!
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Return of the
People of OMA!
Serve
the Highest!

Glowing through
countless bedroom
curtains at night —
we come to you ...
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13 Moons/28 days = Transcendence of history.
Harmonic Matrix is the doorway into Galactic Culture.
Welcome!
We have been awaiting you!
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Be ye renewed through the renewing of your mind

Dwellers of the inner temple
from within the dream we come
We are the signals you have been awaiting
We speak through your innocence
We are the spirit of the wind
We are the clouds at night luminous with the
moon
We are the flaming light of dawn
Are these not signs enough to let you know
That we are everywhere?

In Lak’ech

‘’…For when the circles appear among the rows of wheat,
then shall the rocks remember to you what must be done
to seize the time and know your enslavement no more.” –
The Arcturus Probe
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SPEAKING
STICK OF THE
INFINITE CARRIES
MESSAGES OF THE
MESSENGERS OF THE
GALACTIC SHIFT

“IT IS COMING,”
THEY SAY.
“NOW YOU SHALL HAVE
THE CHANCE TO KNOW!”
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ZoX and ZuM

Advice for Earthlings from another Star System
The Galactic Times caught up with ZoX and ZuM in a telepathic
Martian chat room while they were holidaying on the Red Planet
via a teleportation exchange program facilitated by their home
planet Asalyaa in the constellation Oratio.
While vacationing in Mars they had the Opportunity to catch
up on scenes from Velatropa 24.3 through their telecosmic
transceiver crystals. Their response was both shock and
amusements as they became fixated on the male/female
dynamic on this curious planet.
We asked ZuM what advice she had for women on V.24.3; here
is what she said:
“O’ Divine Feminine Creatix!—Break out of the matrix!
Break the cycle; break the mold
All that glitters is not gold!”
We then asked ZoX his advice for both men and women of the
V.24.3. Here is what he said:
“To be a Divine Male Hero—
dissolve yourself to Zero!
But how to make the Zero turn
is the lesson that the Heroine must learn!”
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ZoX and ZuM’s Clarion Call for Earthlings
EARTHLINGS, PLEASE HEAR OUR CALL!
YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR WORLD AND HEAL YOUR PLANET!
WE EXTEND AN INTERDIMENSIONAL BRIDGE TO YOU.
BUT WE CAN ONLY REACH SO FAR …
YOU MUST REACH BACK BY UNIFYING YOUR MINDS.
THE RAINBOW BRIDGE IS THE KEY!!
REGENERATION THROUGH IMAGINATION
YOU HAVE THE POWER!
RETURN TO INNOCENCE
AND BEGIN AGAIN
WE EXTEND TO YOU A POSITIVE FUTURE TIMELINE
ACT NOW!
RELEASE! SURRENDER! UNIFY.
REMEMBER LOVE!
THIS IS THE DAWNING OF A NEW ERA!
WE ARE COUNTING ON YOU!
CREATE THE RAINBOW BRIDGE!
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antennae for the unfathomable

GALACTIC

Existential
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Somewhere in the galaxy I know there is another me
whose life depends on how I live the mystery.

GALACTIC

Aliens

How many selves I really am I will never understand
for who could ever fathom infinity in a hand?
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Field Marshall Dor-Jar-El

Galactic Federation Expeditionary Force

Studies Reveal that

Cubology
is the Science of the

Fourth Dimension
By Dor Jar El

Science correspondent for New Earth
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A long time ago when Minkowski and Einstein were declaring that time was the
fourth dimension, it was hard to figure out what they were talking about. That’s
because just about everybody’s head was locked into a device called “the clock.”
It’s hard to think of time as the fourth dimension when your brain is telling you
that time is the tick tock precision of a mechanical clock. Well now that the shift
has occurred for us on our “alternate” Earth, and the “smash the clock movement”
has run its course, our heads are free to experience the new reality of the New Time.
The fourth dimension is not a clock, it’s a Cube!
“Roll over Minkowski, tell Einstein the news since the clocks have stopped ticking
we ain’t got the blues.” We are all familiar with that refrain from the famous hit song
“Cube My Time” by the New Riders and the Purple Ray.
But last heptad, the Scientific Union of the Noosphere World Assembly announced
at the conclusion of their first annual gathering that “Cubology is now the name
given to the comprehensive science of the fourth dimension.”
The aim of this new science is to empower all humanity into becoming “scientists
of their own reality!”
“It stands to reason”, said the Head Commissioner of the Scientist Union, Spectral
Eagle Feather, “Since we are all commonly having the “Cube experience” we can
each study and explore this experience on our own. This study we call Cubology.
All we mean to do is to establish certain guidelines that will help anyone who cares
to become a cubologist to do so.
Among these guidelines published in a broadside that will be posted worldwide,
are the following: “How many experiences of radial simultaneity do you experience
each day? When are these most likely to occur? Is the subsequent cube experience
purely optical or do other sensory qualities define it?”
We think that with such guidelines as these, the science of the fourth-dimensional
cubology will rapidly grow in numbers of new time scientists—it’s all in the Cube,
ya know.
19
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I awoke and
another
world had
become

and where sense
ended and mind began
I had no way
of knowing
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New Roles Assigned after the “Shift”,

also known as the Great Return

RETURN = FUTURE

After the dimensional shift and return of the original order, the Higher Collective Voice
assigned all dedicated workers an upgraded role on behalf of the creation of Planet Art
into the Interplanetary Art Network.
For example, in the final days of the artificial 12:60 Earth system, Kathy Downs was
a stressed-out single mother working as a bookkeeper at a busy law office in a New
York skyscraper. Now she is living the life of her dreams as Atrina Archaya, a seasoned
interdimensonal traveler responsible for indexing planetary archetypes throughout
different world systems.
Before the shift, Sir Stellar Dunes was Delbert McGoo, a homeless musician busking
on the streets of city financial districts. Now he is a Cube Harmonic sound engineer
freelancing in various star systems.
Before the shift, Miss Coloria Elektra was known as Mary Smith: a desperately unhappy
housewife with chronic fatigue syndrome. Now she is a seventh ray color projectionist
beaming inspiration into the minds of depressed beings in earlier world systems.
Before the shift, Adromo Cubista, was Ricardo Fernandez, a penniless alchoholic cubist
painter. Now he has become his painting and also works at creating Galactic Haikus
with the ratio 4:7::7:13 also known as galactic txt messages.
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4:7::7:13 texts

Androma Cubista

shares a few of

his Galactic txts. Their precise mathematical
measure is channeled into the minds back
in time to receptive earthlings in need of
harmonic balance: Four syllables; seven
syllables; seven syllables; thirteen syllables.

Under blue skies
Earth turns inexorably
But who notices her spin?
Someday a mind large enough to know will comprehend.
Invent the world?
Why not? This one is too old?
Radiogenetic man
Rises from the television spell wrapped in stardust.
Contemplation
The wizard’s way is free form
One deep breath is memory
Movement of the cosmic loom recalls her inner name
The reality of the radius of seven is the reality of thirteen
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 12 + 13 = 91 = 13 x 7
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HOT NEWS:
T E L E P AT H I C
CLAIRAUDIENT
DOWNLOADS
GET THE LATEST STRAIGHT
OUT OF THE ETHER,
DOWNLOADED INTO YOUR
HOLOMIND PERCEIVER.

Featured lyrics from
Alien-Nation by the Magnetic Skywalkers
Jokers and thieves, directing the scenes
pullin’ the strings and plantin’ their seeds
tryin’ to keep all the sheep asleep
goodnight

Telepathic Hit list
(available in select galaxies)

The Transport Cells
The Formless Stand Up
Psychosomatic Androgynes
Eye-Liner
The Traveling Castles
Displacement Blues
Crystal Revolution
Are You Listening?
Ember Elffrost and Tangle Rainbowsnap
After the Parade & Galactic Circus
Enchanted Matrix
Here we Go!

then i woke up inside a dream
with the eyes of clarity
made the dream reality.
sky walker walking and absorbing in
the light.

Martian Arrivals
Slideshows

spaceships passing through the sun
makin’ all the monsters run
peel off my flesh, now i must confess
I’m an alien

Motion for Motions
Unstoppable Destiny

I come in peace and to assist
I’m no threat so don’t resist
raise the flag, make a fist
alien nation, rise against
spaceships passing through the sun
makin’ all the monsters run
peel off my flesh, now i must confess
I’m an alien …

Illumined Threshold
Breakthrough Galaxy

The Reflectors
Parallel Rainbows
The Supernova Habit
Your Mind Becomes You
The Upper Harmonics
Ideas Are Presents
The Magnetic Skywalkers
Alien-Nation
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Greetings Dear Ones, I am

E-PA

Evolutionary Particle Activator

I am here to assist in the synthesis of galactic
frequencies into both the individual and
collective biopsychoelectrial circuitry.
Should you need any of my services, merely
tap your cosmic ascension channel on the
back left of your head and recite my name
three times: E-PA, E-PA, E-PA. I am at your
service.

E-PA’s Services:
• Find out your index of potency.
• Discover the underlying, primordial structures that appear as your formative
world.
• Liberate luminous electrical charges from your 7 generators.
• Discover how your energy system is participating in the most fundamental base
parton experiment that has existed from beginningless time.
Have a question that you would like E-PA to answer? Formulate your question and then send it
through your ninth-dimensional inner core channel and it is sure to reach her.

AskE-PA
Dear E-PA,
Christmas is over, but I decided to contribute
my memory of a bad Christmas present. When
I was about 7, my father placed a very heavy and
elaborately wrapped package under the tree.
It was for my mother. Inside was a hammer, a
pair of work gloves, a small velvet flip-top box
and bricks. Inside the box was a note that read
“I lost my job. We are going to move back to
my hometown. I have bought a house for us to
rehab. I love you.” It put a stop to the Christmas
celebration and started the fight of the century.
What is your advice?
Sincerely,
Mary Holiday
E-PA: Oh for heaven’s sake…next!!!

This means that what appears as your physical
body is actually an energy conductor. Until that
is finally understood the human will continue to
falter on the ascent to cosmic consciousness.
Allen: Wow that sounds intense. I don’t want to
falter. What should I do, change my diet?
E-PA: Perhaps this would be beneficial. If you
are sincere we advise you to abstain from all
processed foods and animal products.
Allen: But there will be nothing left to eat! If I
don’t eat meat, I’ll starve!
E-PA: The vibration of your response is exhibiting
fear-based programming that is magnified
through ingesting dead flesh, which proliferates
aggression and fear-based animal vibration
within the human organism. These are the facts.
Once the cellular programs maintaining the
fictions of the historical cycle are no longer being
fed because one is no longer eating processed
food and ingesting dead flesh, then a veil is lifted
within the consciousness. Beneath or behind this
veil is a vast reservoir of untapped energy.

Dear E-PA: I am currently incarnated as a human
on Earth. Though I have to say I have never
quite gotten used to this space suit. I wonder
if you could tell me what is a human from your
perspective?

Allen: So what should I eat?

Sincerely,
Allen, the unsuitable Alien

Allen: OK, thank you. But E-PA what else do I
need to know?

E-PA: Dear Allen. Thank you for your question.
The human is an energetic transduction chip
in a vast but highly formalized process of
psychocosmic electrodynamics.

E-PA: You must listen of the new voices of the
mystery otherwise you cannot hear straight
messages. This is all I can tell you for now.
Goodbye.

E-PA: I am not qualified to answer this: please
defer this question to the nutritional experts: ByTa Fruit and E-da Rainbow.
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E-Da Rainbow’s Rainbow Smoothie

recipe for Earthlings
It is sure to bring out your true auric colors

1 kiwi fruit or 1 tbsp spirulina or green power (green)
2 bananas (yellow)
3 cups orange juice (orange)
1 cup strawberries (red)
1 tsp acai berry powder (purple)
1 cup blueberries (blue)

Blend, drink in the Sun.
Or if cloudy go outside and practice dissolving
the clouds with your mind.

GALACTIC
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COSMIC
MAKING
WITH ITS
PA R A L L E L
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SHAMAN
C O N TA C T
DOUBLE IN
UNIVERSE
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WE ARE A PSYCHIC FOLDOUT
READABLE THROUGH the
RADIAL EYE
WE ARE DESTINED FOR A
PARADISICAL ADVENTURE
THE FUTURE UNIVERSITY OF
ALL POSSIBILITY
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Rainbow Bridge Meditation

Before the meditation it is good to take a few moments to clear your mind, dissolving all thoughts
as they arise. Also focus on feeling love arise in your heart. When you feel your mind clear, then
begin the visualization.
Visualize yourself inside the Earth’s octahedron crystal core. Feel your heart at the center of this
crystal core generating an intensely blazing point of white light.
This light from your heart core creates an etheric column that extends to the North and South
poles from the blazing center to the tips of the octahedron.
Now visualize a great stream of multicolored plasma-filled light emanating from your heart
core and flowing along the central axis toward both of Earth’s poles, shooting out from them, to
become two rainbow bands 180 degrees apart.
As Earth revolves on its axis, this rainbow bridge remains steady and constant, unmoving. Feel
the two streams of rainbow light rushing through your central column, shooting out from above
your head and beneath your feet to create a rainbow bridge around your body.
Now you and the rainbow bridge are one. The rainbow bridge of world peace is real. Visualized by
enough people in a telepathic wave of love the rainbow bridge will become a reality.

Foundation for the Law of Time • lawoftime.org/rainbow • Facebook.com/GalacticSynchronization

